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Abstract—We describe an approach to the representation of
requirements using answer set programming and how this leads
to a vision for the role of artificial intelligence techniques in
software engineering with a particular focus on adaptive business
systems. We outline how the approach has developed over
several years through a combination of commercial software
development and artificial intelligence research, resulting in: (i) a
metamodel that incorporates the notion of runtime requirements,
(ii) a formal language for their representation and its supporting
computational model (InstAL ), and (iii) a software architecture
that enables monitoring of distributed systems. The metamodel
is the result of several years experience in the development of
business systems for e-tailing, while InstAL and the runtime
monitor is on-going research to support the specification, ver-
ification and application of normative frameworks in distributed
intelligent systems. Our approach derives from the view that
in order to build agile systems, the components need to be
structured more like software that controls robots, in that it
is designed to be relatively resilient in the face of a non-
deterministic, dynamic, complex environment about which there
is incomplete information. Thus, degrees of autonomy become a
strength and an opportunity, but must somehow be constrained
by informing these autonomous components what should be done
in a certain situation or what system state ought to be achieved
through norms as expressions of requirements. Because such
a system made up of autonomous components is potentially
behaviourally complex and not just complicated, it becomes
essential to monitor both whether norms/requirements are being
fulfilled and if not why not. Finally, because control over the
system can be expressed through requirements in the form of
data that can be changed, a route is opened to adjustment and
dynamic re-direction of running systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nearly two decades ago, Fickas and Feather [1] put forward
a case for requirements being represented in some way in a
live system as a way to provide continuous validation and to
help with its modification when re-deployed in an environment
different from the original. However, the implementation did
depend on the insertion of code into a running system (sic),
which is delicate and may not always be acceptable. Further-
more, the approach reported only provides indicators of non-
compliance, that require human interpretation, code revision
and then patching. Chen et al. [2] demonstrate, in carefully
defined circumstances, the use of dynamic patching.

More recently, a research agenda has started emerging in
pursuit of self-adaption arising from runtime requirements
awareness [3], driven in part by the demands of adaptive

systems [4] and illustrated by the possibilities offered by tech-
niques such as argumentation [5]. A key aspect of this theme
is the reference to “reasoning” about requirements, to account
for different deployments of the same system in diverse
environments, possibly even leading to new requirements. This
approach is underpinned by a desire for requirements as run-
time entities so they may be processed by the system in respect
of itself; a notion referred to as requirements reflection [6].

The aim of this paper is to outline a particular approach
to requirements representation and reasoning that uses the
technology of answer sets (see Section IV) to address aspects
(i), (iv) and (v) of the agenda set out in [3], which for the
sake of making this paper self-contained, we reproduce here:
(i) run-time representations of requirements (ii) evolution
of the requirements model and its synchronization with the
architecture (iii) dealing with uncertainty (iv) multi-objective
decision-making (v) self-explanation.

The central element of our approach is the declarative
institutional action language (InstAL ) [7], for the specification
of collections of interacting normative systems1, capturing
regulations, system states and interactions between different
normative sub-models in the form of what should and ought
to be so (the deontic modalities). Our contention is that norms
are statements about the behaviour of system components, or
the state of the system as a whole. As such, they have a clear
correspondence with the concept of requirement, which also
captures what should and ought to be so with regard to system
behaviour, so our objective is to explore the adequacy of the
language for this purpose. InstAL has similarities to the Event
Calculus [8], but offers two novel features: one theoretical
and one technical. The theoretical is the explicit distinction
between exogenous events and institutional events, which both
makes clear when an external world action “counts-as” [9] as
a valid institutional action and ensures that the institutional
action functions as a guard for associated revisions of the
institutional state. The technical contribution is that by using
Answer Set Programming, an InstAL specification serves as:

1We follow the convention in the literature of using institutional and
normative framework interchangeably. Note that institution is used to refer
to a collection of norms, where a norm is either regulative, being a rule
that describes how the institutional state changes when an event occurs, or
constitutive, that describes an institutional state through a condition over the
terms of the institutional state.



(i) a model to capture and validate (exhaustively, over a
finite horizon) requirements as part of a design process, (ii) a
runtime requirements monitoring mechanism, by evaluating
the model one step at a time, and (iii) a source of (re-)direction
for amenable software components through the delivery of
obligations that inform of the proper action to take.

A complementary and contemporaneous line of research
(Section II) begins by exploring the development of adaptive
business systems, in which requirements for adaptivity are
implemented concretely, providing the lessons from which
to abstract, leading to a metamodel [10] (Section III). The
purpose of these two sections is to illustrate that the work on
adaptation is grounded in actual business needs and then how
the patterns observed, combined with concepts from artificial
intelligence, lead to a first version metamodel. Here, we have
chosen to discuss this before the details of the specification
language (Section IV), in order to provide a motivating context
for making the connection between the two activities.

The third and final element presented here (Section V) is
how to make the institutional framework available through
conventional interfaces in the context of distributed (intelli-
gent) systems. The fundamental unit of interaction for the
institutional model is the event, hence we take a notification-
based approach realized through a publish/subscribe architec-
ture [11] connected to an institution manager.

We conclude with a brief resume of the main points and
some lines for future research, while related work, because
of the discursive nature of this kind of paper, is distributed
throughout, citing and discussing where appropriate, rather
than as a tightly focussed devoted section.

II. ADAPTIVE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

The work we describe here brings together: (i) practical
commercial experience from the development of software-
based processes in which business agility is a necessity to
adapt goods and services to meet changing customer needs
and dynamic market conditions, and (ii) research in artificial
intelligence on representation and reasoning about rules gov-
erning component behaviour and (un)desirable system states.

The first business process example concerns the application
of agents to the handling of catalogue and stock-control for
the selling of books on the internet [12] at The Book De-
pository (TBD). TBD’s market is characterised by (very) low
volumes over a (very) large number of items, so that agility
and extremely low overheads are essential to the business
model. The requirements are to: (i) provide (and monitor) a
continuously available system (was 12,000 orders/day in 2008,
now much higher – and running ever since) (ii) handle the
variety of data formats used by the different service providers
(iii) handle regular catalogue updates. The system design
was influenced by notions of normative modelling [13] and
self-management [14]. The software components were imple-
mented as reactive agents using the Agentscape platform [15],
in which each was given a complete plan for the task and
each agent monitored those with which it interacted for signs
of anomalous behaviour, that is requirements monitoring.

Thus, although the monitoring action was effectively hard-
wired, the behaviour at any one time was data-directed, its
construction having been factored out into an administrator
component. The whole design process was supported by the
Prometheus methodology [16]. What we learned from this
process was: (i) how normative modelling assists in realizing
business agility – although regimentation of components via
the communication of task plans does not in general provide
sufficient resilience for handling changes without recourse
to the administrator component – and (ii) the importance
of self-monitoring in early identification of incorrect system
behaviour and in reducing the overhead for human operators.

The second example considers the pricing subsystem at
TBD [17], which is again a continuously running system (since
mid-2008) and spread across many servers (in order to be
able to handle several millions of ISBNs in a 24hr period).
Its task is to collect market data and apply in real-time one
of a set of predefined pricing patterns in response to: (i) the
behaviour of other participants in that marketing channel (ie.
direct competitors for that specific good) (ii) activity in other
channels globally that impact stock levels (and hence the
capacity to fulfil an order) (iii) numerous detail factors that
affect the ‘bottom line’, which are discussed in detail in [17].
Beyond such good-specific factors, such dynamic posted-price
mechanisms also have to reflect higher level performance
indicators, such as maximising sales volume, minimising time
from advertisement to sale, maximising profit or increasing
the company market share.

As with the first example, the complexity and dynamic
nature of the environment – as well as the positive experience
from the stock-control system – resulted in the adoption of
an agent-based approach, supported by an institutional-style
infrastructure, that captures the rules governing component
behaviour and the monitoring and enforcement of these rules.
This experience reinforced earlier points about business agility
and self-monitoring, but also demonstrated scalability and
responsiveness. However, the components remain regimented,
under the control of the Book Depository pricing engine.

The experience gained from the development of the above
lead to a desire to simplify the creation of such systems
through high level specification of business processes, gov-
erned by normative frameworks to capture business require-
ments. We outline the results of that work in the next section.

III. A METAMODEL WITH INSTITUTIONS

The positive experiences of using multiagent systems for
business applications reported in the previous section led us
to consider how to make the technology more accessible for
software developers and business process designers. Although
it is not the only interesting property, the capacity to engineer
self-management was chosen as the main focus and influenced
the supporting metamodel. The three relevant features of
the MSMAS methodology are: (i) a formal specification
mechanism for system norms, being the means to express both
business rules and system integrity constraints (ii) support for
the software reflection of the physical organizational structure,
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Fig. 1. MSMAS Metamodel: System Norms [18]

through the use of institutions, and (iii) explicit support for
self-management through dynamic planning.

Jennings’s [19] Commitments and Conventions Hypothesis
states that all coordination mechanisms can ultimately be re-
duced to (join) commitments and their associated (social) con-
ventions. Conventions do not enforce behaviour, but they do
introduce an element of constraint, depending on the chances
of detection of non-compliance and on the severity of the
consequent sanction. How can observation of conventions be
added to component behaviour? The straightforward, and from
our point of view unacceptable, approach is to hard code them.
A slightly less restrictive solution, called regimentation [20],
is to enforce them at the protocol level so that violation
is impossible. The third mechanism, called regulation [21],
relies purely upon norms to provide behavioural direction.
This is the true purpose of norms and institutions, operating in
conjunction with suitably implemented system components.

MSMAS uses a declarative approach to modelling business
processes, borrowing from DecSerFlow [22], which offers
an effective way to describe loosely-coupled processes. As a
result, unlike conventional graph-oriented workflow languages,
which concentrate the designer’s attention on “how”, the focus
shifts up a level to “what”, in which constraints are added
to the activity model, along with rules to be observed at
run-time. The underlying constraint specification language is
based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), but the ConDec++

language [23] provides a visual notation to express the re-
lationships between two (or more) activities and any desired
preconditions. A selected comparison with other methodolo-

gies appears in [10] and a more comprehensive one in [18].
While the above offers a diagrammatic notation, with an

underlying formalization, for the capture of business processes
and their coordination, there remains the matter of the super-
structure into which those activities fit, namely the MSMAS
metamodel. An overview of the main components and their
relations is given in Figure 1.

Capturing the designer’s intent is one part of the story, but it
may be incomplete or incorrect, which is why verification is an
increasingly important part of designing and building software
systems. In [24], SCIFF is used as the verification tool,
checking formal descriptions that are automatically generated
from the graphical notation. A forthcoming project, using the
metamodel, will implement an export procedure to generate
InstAL so that we can interface to the framework and tools
described in the next section.

IV. THE INSTAL LANGUAGE AND FRAMEWORK

This section provides some context for the InstAL frame-
work, leading into a conceptual description of what insti-
tutional modelling is intended to achieve, an overview of
the (single institution) formal model, and how AnsProlog, as
the computational model, helps to realize those goals. We
conclude this section with an example specification in InstAL .

The aim of InstAL is to allow the expression of norms,
where the notion of norm derives from the modalities of
deontic logic to express what should and ought to be so, as
statements of obligations, prohibitions and permissions, that
can be associated with actions or states. The InstAL language
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supports the description of obligations, such that (i) an event
must occur or some (model) state must be achieved (ii) by
some deadline, specified either as another event or some other
(model) state (iii) or a violation (event) occurs.

InstAL was initially conceived as a tool for the off-line
verification of properties of normative specifications, taking
advantage of the capacity of answer set solvers – tools that
take an AnsProlog program and compute its answer sets –
to generate finite event traces from a model, given some
initial condition, and so construct a form of institutional
model-checker. Benefits of ASP include forward and backward
reasoning and planning, all using the same program. On-line
reasoning changes very little, because it is a matter of running
the model for a single time step, then examining the resulting
answer set for obligations and communicating them to the
relevant software components (see the example deployment in
Figure 7 and discussion in Section V-D).

An InstAL model is a collection of interacting institutions
that individually define a collection of event- and state-based
norms. Figure 2 helps illustrate the role and situation of
the institutional models, in that events are observed in an
environment in which the application is running, which may
then be recognised by one of the institutional specifications
and perhaps propagated to another (the (cross-)Generation rela-
tion), leading directly to changes in that institutional state and
perhaps indirectly (via the bridge specification) to changes in
another (the (cross-)Consequence relation). The InstAL formal
and computational model supports three forms of institutional
collections which are characterised as follows:

1) The institutions function independently of one another,
but may nevertheless affect one another by establishing
conflicting normative positions for an agent subject

2) The institutions are coupled, so that an action in one may
bring about an event or a state change in another – these
interactions are specified by a bridge institution – and, as
above, conflicting normative positions can arise, and

3) The institutions are effectively unified, such that there are
no conflicting normative positions: this can be the result
of careful design or through a computational process of
conflict detection and revision [26].
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Fig. 3. Outline of formal model for a single institution

The formal model has been described at length in several
publications of which [27] is representative for the single
institutional model. The key elements are outlined in Figure 3,
in which there is a set of facts that describe the current state –
denoted X – of the institution and a pair of relations, whose
actions are triggered by events (E):

1) We distinguish between external events and institutional
events (Einst): the former are not controlled by the
institution and act as triggers for institutional action; the
latter can have permission (P) and power (W) associated
with them to reflect whether an action is allowed at some
time and whether the action (by some actor) has any
institutional effect2, respectively.

2) Institutional facts comprise the union of facts about the
Domain being modelled, Permissions and poWers [9]
associated with actions and Obligations arising from ac-
tions. If not permitted, an action is implicitly prohibited.
The occurrence of an event that is not permitted leads to
a violation, while an event that is not empowered simply
has no effect (on the institutional state). Obligations
indicate some event that should happen or some state
that should be reached, a deadline for that event/state,
expressed as another event or state and a violation event
that should occur if the deadline is not met. We note that
an institution is a passive entity and that the detection and
handling of violations and obligations are the responsibil-
ity of the participants in the institution; the sole purpose
of the framework is to observe and maintain (through
its progression rules) the model state pertaining to the
particular perspective on events for which the institution
has been designed.

3) The generation relation G, whose domain is an event
(E) and the current state (X ) of the institution – so that
processing is conditional upon the current state – and
range is the set of events defined by the institution; hence,
depending on context, a real world action is recognized as
an institutional action (counts-as). Initially, G is invoked
with an external event: if that event is recognized by the

2For example: it has meaning if the chair of a meeting says that business
is finished, but is meaningless if someone other than the chair says so.



institution, it may generate an institutional event, which
by the repeated application of G may in turn generate
another and another, all of which are dependent on the
current institutional state.

4) The consequence relation C, whose domain is as for G
and range is (i) the set of facts (F) for addition to, and
(ii) the set of facts (F) for deletion from the institutional
state. C is invoked for each of the events generated so
firing any associated rule for the addition and/or deletion
of (so-called inertial) facts from the institutional state.

5) Additionally, there are non-inertial facts, that are true
only while some condition over the institutional state is
true. These permit the recognition of situations whose
constituent facts may be initiated (or terminated) by
events at different points in time.

As a result, the single external event and all the institutional
events are treated as occurring simultaneously and having a
simultaneous effect on the institutional state (meaning the
order in which events are generated within a single update
has no effect).

The formal model for collections of institutions augments
the above with extensions of the generation and consequence
relations that cross institutions and adds powers for one
institution to create an event in another and for one institution
to initiate and terminate fluents3 in another. Illustrations of
collections of institutions and an exposition of the formaliza-
tion of the revision of specifications through machine learning
appears in [26], [25].

The computational model is realised through translation to
Answer Set Prolog (referred to AnsProlog or ASP [28]), a
logic programming language under the answer set semantics
(ASP) [29] and subsequently the use of an answer set solver,
such as Clingo [30]. The central idea is that the formal
mathematical model is represented as an answer set program,
combined with the supporting code and the query program (a
set of constraints), resulting in the answer sets.

A. An Example InstAL Specification

The social networking scenario is a small, artificial scenario
constructed for the purpose of illustrating the use of the
language and the supporting tools4. The aim is to show it is
possible to analyse the interaction of (smart)phones and social
network platforms (SNPs) to explore how it might be used to
evaluate risks to personal data.

The specification (see the initially section at the bot-
tom of Figure 4) has three phones (Andrew’s, Mark’s and
Roger’s), three ‘infospheres’ (phone, Facebook and LinkedIn)
and expresses some ‘friend’ relationships and some consent
attributes. The friend relationship is what permits one handset
to send data to another. However, consent moves with the
data (like a sticky policy [31]) and expresses whether the
data’s owner has given access permission to the specified
social networking platform. In addition to the send event,

3A fluent is true when present and false when absent.
4This scenario was presented at JURISIN 2013, and at the Shonan workshop

on privacy and transparency, but has not been published.

1 institution sns;
2
3 type Resource;
4
5 noninertial fluent vulnerable(Resource,Resource);
6 noninertial fluent warning(Resource,Resource);
7 noninertial fluent situation1(Resource,Resource);
8 noninertial fluent situation2(Resource,Resource);
9

10 fluent typeOf(Resource,Resource);
11 fluent subclassOf(Resource,Resource);
12 fluent has(Resource,Resource);
13 fluent friend(Resource,Resource);
14 fluent consent(Resource,Resource);
15
16 exogenous event send(Resource,Resource);
17 inst event iSend(Resource,Resource);
18 exogenous event sync(Resource,Resource);
19 inst event iSync(Resource,Resource);
20
21 perm(send(R1,R2)) when has(R3,R1), friend(R3,R2);
22 send(R1,R2) generates iSend(R1,R2);
23 iSend(R1,R2) initiates has(R2,R1);
24
25 perm(iSend(R1,R2)) when has(R3,R1), friend(R3,R2);
26 pow(iSend(R1,R2)) when has(R3,R1), friend(R3,R2);
27
28 vulnerable(R,P) when situation1(R,P);
29 situation1(R2,facebook) when
30 typeOf(R1,phone), typeOf(R2,data),
31 has(R1,R2), has(R1,facebook_app),
32 not consent(R2,facebook);
33 situation1(R2,linkedin) when
34 typeOf(R1,phone), typeOf(R2,data),
35 has(R1,R2), has(R1,linkedin_app),
36 not consent(R2,linkedin);
37
38 warning(R,P) when situation2(R,P);
39 situation2(R1,facebook) when
40 typeOf(R1,data), has(R2,R1),
41 friend(R2,R3), has(R3,facebook_app),
42 not consent(R1,facebook);
43 situation2(R1,linkedin) when
44 typeOf(R1,data), has(R2,R1),
45 friend(R2,R3), has(R3,linkedin_app),
46 not consent(R1,linkedin);
47
48 initially
49
50 has(andrews_phone,andrews_data),
51 has(marks_phone,marks_data),
52 has(rodgers_phone,rodgers_data),
53 has(marks_phone,facebook_app),
54 has(marks_phone,linkedin_app),
55
56 friend(andrews_phone,marks_phone),
57 friend(marks_phone,andrews_phone),
58 friend(rodgers_phone,marks_phone),
59
60 consent(marks_data,facebook),
61 consent(marks_data,linkedin),
62 consent(andrews_data,linkedin),
63 consent(rodgers_data,facebook)
64 ;

Fig. 4. Initial part of specification of the Social Networking Scenario,
identifying degrees of risk to personal data on handsets

which is initiated by a handset user, there are two other
actions that progress the scenario: sync, which is when a
handset (autonomously) synchronizes with one of the social
networking platforms and share, which indicates the sharing
of data between social networking platforms (see Figure 5).

The purpose of the specification is to provide a model that,
through the application of an answer set solver, can be used
to identify situations in which personal data is vulnerable



66 sync(R1,R2) generates iSync(R1,R2);
67 iSync(R1,R2) initiates has(R2,R3) if
68 typeOf(R1,phone), typeOf(R2,platform),
69 has(R1,R3),typeOf(R3,data),
70 consent(R3,R2);
71 noninertial fluent compromised(Resource);
72
73 compromised(R1,R2) when
74 has(R2,R1), not consent(R1,R2),
75 typeOf(R1,data), typeOf(R2,platform);
76
77 exogenous event share(Resource,Resource);
78 inst event iShare(Resource,Resource);
79 share(R1,R2) generates iShare(R1,R2);
80 iShare(R1,R2) initiates has(R2,R3) if
81 typeOf(R1,platform), typeOf(R2,platform),
82 has(R1,R3),typeOf(R3,data);
83
84 noninertial fluent situation3(Resource,Resource);
85
86 vulnerable(R,P) when situation3(R,P);
87 situation3(R1,R3) when
88 has(R2,R1), typeOf(R1,data), typeOf(R2,platform),
89 consent(R1,R2),
90 typeOf(R3,platform), not consent(R1,R3);

Fig. 5. Continuation of specification of the Social Networking Scenario,
identifying degrees of risk to personal data on handsets
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iSync(marks phone, facebook)

situation3(rodgers data,
linkedin)

has(linkedin, marks data)
has(linkedin, rodgers data)
consent(andrews data, linkedin)
consent(marks data, facebook)
consent(marks data, linkedin)
consent(rodgers data, facebook)
has(facebook, marks data)
has(facebook, rodgers data)
situation1(andrews data,

facebook)
situation1(rodgers data, linkedin)
situation2(andrews data,

facebook)
situation2(rodgers data, linkedin)
vulnerable(andrews data,

facebook)
vulnerable(rodgers data, linkedin)
warning(andrews data, facebook)
warning(rodgers data, linkedin)

S4

share(facebook, linkedin)
share(facebook, linkedin)
iShare(facebook, linkedin)

compromised(rodgers data,
linkedin)

consent(andrews data, linkedin)
consent(marks data, facebook)
consent(marks data, linkedin)
consent(rodgers data, facebook)
has(facebook, marks data)
has(facebook, rodgers data)
has(linkedin, marks data)
has(linkedin, rodgers data)
situation1(andrews data,

facebook)
situation1(rodgers data, linkedin)
situation2(andrews data,

facebook)
situation2(rodgers data, linkedin)
situation3(rodgers data, linkedin)
vulnerable(andrews data,

facebook)
vulnerable(rodgers data, linkedin)
warning(andrews data, facebook)
warning(rodgers data, linkedin)

Fig. 6. The phone data model trace

before it is compromised, as well as situations in which it
is compromised (in particular in the absence of consent, since
this may constitute a breach of contract and consequently a
potential legal violation). Consequently, the model has three
categories of risk to personal data: (i) warning when a friend
handset has a social networking app (ii) vulnerable when
data resides on the same handset as a social networking app for
which consent has not been given, and (iii) compromised
when data is held by a social networking platform for which
consent has not been given. These constitute three conditions

that the designer would like to be able to monitor. The model
is used here by presenting it with a particular trace (the
four events that appear in Figure 6 and below) to confirm
these conditions are identified. This illustrates a scenario of
escalating risk through a sequence of events involving sending,
syncing and sharing, that leads to the unconsented holding of
data by Facebook and LinkedIn, using this query program:
1 observed(send(rodgers_data,marks_phone),0).
2 observed(send(andrews_data,marks_phone),1).
3 observed(sync(marks_phone,facebook),2).
4 observed(share(facebook,linkedin),3).

This query has the effect of causing the generation of answer
sets with only the above events occurring at time instants 0
through 3. When this is combined with the specification in
Figures 4–5, the result is a single answer set (since a specific
ordering of events was given), rendered in Figure 6.

This section has served to provide an overview of the InstAL
framework, its underlying formal model and illustrate how it
can be used as a design tool with a simple example of the
visualization of a trace arising from a particular sequence of
events. In the next section, we discuss how it can be used for
the tasks of monitoring compliance at run-time and providing
direction to software components in running systems.

V. MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

This section discusses three ways in which a specification
can be used for different purposes using the InstAL frame-
work, depending on whether the objective is model design or
deployment and, if the latter, whether the objective is system
monitoring or component (re-)direction. This is followed by a
brief example application.

A. Model-Checker

InstAL was firstly developed a language for specifying
and model-checking institutional specifications, for which it
depends upon the computation of answer sets that represent
model traces. Answer set solvers output answer sets in a
textual form as sequence of literals, of which there can be lots,
depending on the length of the trace and as many kinds as the
program defines. In addition, without constraint, the solver will
compute answer sets for as many permutations of events as
are specified. To make the output easier to interpret, we have
also developed a renderer to allow for the visual inspection
of the interplay of events and states. As was illustrated in
the preceding section, the query program, when combined
with the specification and the solver, serves to to establish
whether some model condition is specified, but in practice,
models and conditions can become complicated quite rapidly
and visualization of the answer set becomes a useful step in
the development of the specification. The query program is
an arbitrary AnsProlog program, which is used to validate the
model against its requirements by checking properties such
as: (i) whether events occur in certain sequences or not and
(ii) the presence or absence of state traces (answer sets) that
satisfy certain conditions. InstAL has been used in this way for
contract analysis [32], [25], security requirements [33], [34]
and wireless network management [35].



B. Requirements Sensor

Here, InstAL acts as a monitor of the system state, using
observations of component actions to progress the institutional
model(s). Those actions may result in obligations being added
to the system state that are then sent to the client to act upon.
In this way, components are informed of the consequences
of their actions and can decide whether to comply with the
obligation or not. For example, InstAL is used (i) to examine
the dynamic properties of wireless network management pol-
icy and evaluate enforcement costs in [36], (ii) to guide non-
player characters in Second Life in [37] and (iii) to explore
mixed vehicle environments using SUMO [38] in [39].

C. Oracle

A third way in which to use InstAL is as an institu-
tional oracle, where the model can be used to extrapolate
from the current institutional state to answer queries, such
as: (i) whether an action – or a sequence of actions – is
requirements compliant (ii) whether an action – or a sequence
of actions – results in a state satisfying a particular condition,
and (iii) what (requirements-compliant) action(s) results in a
state satisfying a particular condition. These kinds of queries
describe a fairly conventional usage of a finite-horizon model
checker, but through the use of a domain-specific language and
support for normative concepts, provides functionality suitable
for self-monitoring and self-adaptive systems.

D. Example Application

The InstAL tools are command line programs5, that facil-
itates their integration with other software components. Our
aim is to support distributed applications with potentially high
communication latencies, so we have adopted a notification
protocol. In practice, we use the Extensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol (XMPP), an open standard communications
protocol [40], for which many widely-used languages already
have interfaces, making it relatively straightforward to connect
up additional software components when needed. Content
takes the form of either Resource Description Format (RDF)
triples or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) structures. In
this way we can use InstAL in conjunction with agent-based
simulation, virtual environments or live systems.

We have explored several scenarios in the context of the
system in Figure 7, in which Belief-Desire-Intention agents
control vehicles within a population of vehicles provided by
the SUMO [38] simulation environment. In one scenario, we
define an institution to handle information regarding upcoming
traffic lights, and issuing appropriate obligations to ensure the
vehicle arrives at that light when it is green, rather than being
held at a red light. The traffic light information is received
via RDFs from the Area of Interest module, and where the
distance to an upcoming light is between 100m to 300m and
that light is red, the institution is updated with the event

5The translator and visualizer are written in Python and are available from
http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/instal. The clingo answer set solver is available from
http://potassco.sourceforge.net/. The Bath Sensor Framework, which provides
distributed communications is available from https://code.google.com/p/bsf/.

Fig. 7. Bath Sensor Framework (BSF) overview

upcomingRedLight(Agent). This then generates the in-
stitutional event iniOblSlowDown(Agent), resulting in
the obligation obl(reduceSpeed(Agent), which the Ja-
son agent receives and implements this by reducing its speed
for a specified (35 second) period. This allows exploration of
the potential impact of such policies on fuel consumption and
journey times, as well as on junction congestion [39].

VI. DISCUSSION

Our aim in this paper has been to set out how an approach
to knowledge representation and reasoning has the potential
to be brought to bear on the challenges raised by “require-
ments at runtime”. Based on experience to date, we believe
the approach is suitable for systems comprising numerous
autonomous components, whose interactions can be charac-
terised by events in the first instance, but also where potentially
complex situations can arise from those interactions, whose
detection is a critical part of correct system operation. Fur-
thermore, if the components are appropriately designed, they
can be directed through the obligation mechanism, facilitating
responses that favour system over individual behaviour. The
formalism outlined depends upon a thoroughly researched
variety of logic programming that supports both reasoning
and planning and which has already received some attention
in the RE literature [41]. Complementary to monitoring and
reasoning, the concept of obligations arising from institutions,
suggests a possible route to adaptive software systems driven
by and updating their requirements using formally backed
techniques. Finally, we have put forward an initial attempt at
a metamodel to connect these ideas, whose requirements are
derived from two examples of adaptive business processes.
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